In vivo magnetic resonance microscopy of brain structure in unanesthetized flies.
We present near-cellular-resolution magnetic resonance (MR) images of an unanesthetized animal, the blowfly Sarcophaga bullata. Immobilized flies were inserted into a home-built gradient probe in a 14.1-T magnet, and images of voxel size (20-40 microm)(3)--comparable to the diameter of many neuronal cell bodies in the fly's brain--were obtained in several hours. Use of applied field gradients on the order of 60 G/cm allowed minimally distorted images to be produced, despite significant susceptibility differences across the specimen. The images we obtained have exceptional contrast-to-noise levels; comparison with histology-based anatomical information shows that the MR microscopy faithfully represents patterns of nervous tissue and allows distinct brain regions to be clearly identified. Even at the highest resolutions we explored, morphological detail was pronounced in the apparent absence of instabilities or movement-related artifacts frequently observed during imaging of live animal specimens. This work demonstrates that the challenges of noninvasive in vivo MR microscopy can be overcome in a system amenable to studies of brain structure and physiology.